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Abstract
Exact arithmetic abilities require symbolic numerals, which constitute a precise representation of quantities, such as the Arabic digits.
Numerical thinking, however, also engages an intuitive non-linguistic number sense, the Approximate Number System (ANS). The
ANS allows us to discriminate quantities, approximate arithmetic transformations, and estimate quantities, all without counting
individual items. Although the ANS does not require language, estimations made by means of the ANS can be expressed with number
words or Arabic digits. A connection between the ANS and school math performance has been established. A child’s accuracy in
mapping from approximate quantities to Arabic digits is associated with children’s symbolic math abilities and can also predict their
success at learning new arithmetic skills. Here, we explore whether directly training the mapping between estimated quantities and
Arabic digits transfers to better math proficiency. The control training was based on discriminating quantity representations, without
involving digits. Each of these three-week computer-based trainings were added to the school schedule. We measured improvements
in approximate and exact arithmetic after training. Both the experimental and the control group improved in approximate arithmetic
performance. However, in exact arithmetic, results show that strengthening the digit-quantity relation improved the 7-year-olds’
competence in symbolic additions and subtractions over and above the improvement measured in the control group. Our results
speak to the complexity of the factors involved in developing mathematical abilities, making the case that training the mapping from
estimated quantities to digits can be particularly effective in improving children’s mathematical performance.
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The construction of mathematical competence is a complex challenge which we still do not fully understand, although
much progress has been made in the last 20 years to reveal the complexity of the mental processes involved. The
translation of such scientific understanding into practical ways to improve mathematical skills during the crucial ages
when basic mathematical abilities are being acquired is still in its infancy. This is not surprising, considering that this
acquisition may be affected by many factors, such as gender (Stoet, Bailey, Moore, & Geary, 2016), motivation (Simzar,
Domina, & Tran, 2016), socioeconomic status (Langfus et al., 2019; Thien & Ong, 2015; Valle-Lisboa et al., 2016; Verdine
et al., 2014), language development (Moll, Snowling, Göbel, & Hulme, 2015), math anxiety (Pletzer, Kronbichler, Nuerk, &
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Kerschbaum, 2015), lack of predisposition to mathematics (Cerda et al., 2015), or the effects of teachers’ biases (Demaray
& Elliot, 1998; Tournaki, 2003). These are examples of important factors which contribute to success in mathematics
at school. Another factor that may have a relation with mathematical performance is the intuitive sense of number,
also called the Approximate Number System (ANS). The ANS is an approximate and non-linguistic sense that allows
us to compare quantities, to approximate basic arithmetic operations, and to estimate, all without counting the items
(Dehaene, 1997, 2001; Feigenson, Dehaene, & Spelke, 2004; Gallistel & Gelman, 1992; Odic & Starr, 2018). At the same
time, mathematics is expressed in language, and its comprehension requires the understanding of the relations between
quantities and the symbols we use to express them. In the present study we focused on training the estimation of
quantities and its mapping to their linguistic counterparts, Arabic digits (Carey, 2009; Odic & Starr, 2018). The aim was
to foster the comprehension of the relation between a digit and the quantity it represents, with the goal of enhancing
arithmetic skills in children.
Many studies show that the ANS is present in non-linguistic animals as well as in preverbal infants and adults from
different cultures (Brannon, 2006; Cantlon, Platt, & Brannon, 2009; Feigenson et al., 2004; Libertus & Brannon, 2009;
Pica, Lemer, Izard, & Dehaene, 2004; Xu & Spelke, 2000). Although the ANS and its innateness are a subject of debate
(Leibovich, Katzin, Harel, & Henik, 2017), according to some studies the ability to approximately estimate a quantity of
items appears to be present at birth (Coubart, Izard, Spelke, Marie, & Streri, 2014; Izard, Sann, Spelke, & Streri, 2009)
or shortly after birth (Xu & Spelke, 2000). Moreover, results suggest that these early abilities are continuous with later
abilities to estimate and discriminate quantities throughout childhood and across the lifespan (Halberda & Feigenson,
2008; Halberda, Ly, Wilmer, Naiman, & Germine, 2012; Libertus & Brannon, 2009).
When processing non-symbolic representations, two phenomena that are hallmarks of ANS engagement emerge:
the distance effect and the size effect (Barth, Kanwisher, & Spelke, 2003; Cordes, Gelman, Gallistel, & Whalen, 2001;
Dehaene, 1993; Dehaene, Dehaene-Lambertz, & Cohen, 1998; van Oeffelen & Vos, 1982). The distance effect is the
phenomenon that the ability to discriminate between two quantities improves as the numerical distance between them
increases. The size effect is the phenomenon that, for equal numerical distance, the ability to discriminate between
two quantities improves as their numerical size decreases. These two phenomena are also observed when we process
symbolic representations (Dehaene & Akhavein, 1995; Dehaene, Dupoux, & Mehler, 1990; Gilmore, McCarthy, & Spelke,
2007; Holloway & Ansari, 2008; Moyer & Landauer, 1967; Temple & Posner, 1998), and can be seen in neural activity
when we discriminate digits (Núñez-Peña & Suárez-Pellicioni, 2014; Temple & Posner, 1998) or number words (Lussier
& Cantlon, 2017). These results suggest that the ANS may be involved when symbolic numerical representations
are processed, in accord with a format-independent coding of numbers (Butterworth & Walsh, 2011; Dehaene, 1992;
Dehaene et al., 1990; Dehaene, Piazza, Pinel, & Cohen, 2003; Hinrichs, Yurko, & Hu, 1981; Moyer & Landauer, 1967;
Piazza, Pinel, Le Bihan, & Dehaene, 2007; Pinel, Dehaene, Rivière, & LeBihan, 2001). However, other studies attest to a
format-dependent coding of numbers (Bulthé, De Smedt, & Op de Beeck, 2014; Lyons, Ansari, & Beilock, 2012; Piazza
& Eger, 2016; Shum et al., 2013). For sure, how the brain codes numbers is a complex issue that still needs to be fully
investigated. The fact remains that the distance and size effects have been observed behaviorally for both symbolic and
non-symbolic representations (Bulthé et al., 2014; Dehaene et al., 1998; Gilmore et al., 2007; Holloway & Ansari, 2009;
Schneider et al., 2017; Zbrodoff & Logan, 2005).
Many studies have revealed a connection between the ANS and school math performance (Amalric & Dehaene,
2016; Feigenson, Libertus, & Halberda, 2013; Halberda & Feigenson, 2008; Halberda et al., 2012; Halberda, Mazzocco,
& Feigenson, 2008; He et al., 2016; Libertus, Feigenson, & Halberda, 2013a; Mazzocco, Feigenson, & Halberda, 2011a,
2011b; Shusterman, Slusser, Halberda, & Odic, 2016; Starr, Libertus, & Brannon, 2013b). Although this relation is not
always found (Butterworth, 2010; Libertus, Feigenson, & Halberda, 2013b), several meta-analyses support it (Chen & Li,
2014; Fazio, Bailey, Thompson, & Siegler, 2014; Schneider et al., 2017). This variation in results may be due to the fact
that the relation between the ANS and school mathematics may be affected by several factors. Among them, some may
be particularly relevant. First, the development of the relation between the ANS and mathematical language may be
non-linear across childhood (Purpura & Logan, 2015). Second, math anxiety can induce fluctuations; indeed, the ANS
may be less precise in high math-anxious individuals (Núñez-Peña & Suárez-Pellicioni, 2014). Third, the differences in
school math scores; for example, the correlation between ANS precision and mathematical competence is stronger in
children with lower mathematical scores (Bonny & Lourenco, 2013); furthermore, some studies showed that training
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the ANS did not benefit every child equally, but tended to be more beneficial to children with low math scores
(Ferres-Forga & Halberda, 2020; Langfus et al., 2019; Szkudlarek & Brannon, 2018). Fourth, different ANS abilities used
as outcome measures may lead to different results: quantity comparison/discrimination (Halberda et al., 2012, 2008;
Lyons & Beilock, 2011; Odic et al., 2016; Pinheiro-Chagas et al., 2014), approximate arithmetic (Gilmore, McCarthy,
& Spelke, 2010; Pinheiro-Chagas et al., 2014), or quantity estimation (Pinheiro-Chagas et al., 2014; Siegler & Booth,
2004). Fifth, different ANS abilities used in training may lead to different results: several researchers trained quantity
comparison/discrimination (DeWind & Brannon, 2012; Ferres-Forga & Halberda, 2020; Hyde, Khanum, & Spelke, 2014
in training task "c"); while others trained approximate arithmetic (Au, Jaeggi, & Buschkuehl, 2018; Hyde et al., 2014 in
training task "a"; Park, Bermudez, Roberts, & Brannon, 2016; Park & Brannon, 2013, 2014; Szkudlarek & Brannon, 2018;
see Szkudlarek, Park, & Brannon, 2021 for a failure to replicate in adults; and see Bugden, Szkudlarek, & Brannon, 2021 for
a training failure in 8-10 year olds); and yet others trained quantity estimation (Sella, Tressoldi, Lucangeli, & Zorzi, 2016,
in Pre-syntactic subscale). Lastly, the aspect of math that is being measured is also crucial; indeed some aspects appear
to be more related to ANS than others. For example, informal math seems to be more related to the ANS than formal
math (Libertus et al., 2013b; Szkudlarek & Brannon, 2018), and approximate arithmetic seems to be more related to the
ANS than exact arithmetic (Ferres-Forga & Halberda, 2020). In Ferres-Forga and Halberda (2020), who trained the ANS
using a quantity discrimination task, training benefits were visible only in their Operations Test, consisting of symbolic
approximate arithmetic equations, which did not require exact calculations (Ferres-Forga & Halberda, 2020; Figure 1c).
In these, the child had to mark the operation sign corresponding to the result of the equations (e.g., 8 □ 6 = 2). With this
format, by estimating whether the solution number on the right side of the equal sign was slightly larger, much larger
or smaller than the operator numbers on the left side of the equal sign, children could decide if the correct operation
sign was, respectively, an addition (5 □ 3 = 8), a multiplication (4 □ 5 = 20) or a subtraction (8 □ 6 = 2). In this way, the
Operations Test was sensitive to children’s approximate arithmetic level.
Although the ANS has been related to mathematical achievement across many studies, as reported above, transfer to
arithmetic after training has returned inconsistent results, depending on the trained ANS ability. For example, training
quantity discrimination leads to small (Ferres-Forga & Halberda, 2020; Langfus et al., 2019) or no (Park & Brannon,
2014) benefits to arithmetic. Training approximate arithmetic gives inconsistent results in adults (Park & Brannon, 2013;
Szkudlarek et al., 2021) and in third-to-fourth graders (Bugden et al., 2021), and provides little benefits in preschoolers
(Szkudlarek & Brannon, 2018). We argue that these limited advantages depend on the fact that the contribution of
the ANS is not sufficient to explain exact arithmetic skills nor other advanced mathematical abilities. These require a
symbolic and accurate mathematical language that offers a precise representation of quantities, such as Arabic digits
(Bonny & Lourenco, 2013; Dehaene, 2001; Gordon, 2004; Lemer, Dehaene, Spelke, & Cohen, 2003; McCrink, Spelke,
Dehaene, & Pica, 2013; Pica et al., 2004). Although the ANS allows us to roughly estimate if there are many or few
items in a collection, we often need to express these estimations accurately with a number word, or an Arabic digit.
Indeed, estimating numerosity requires translating a non-symbolic quantity into a number (Siegler & Booth, 2005). To
this end, we create a linguistic mapping of non-symbolic quantities onto symbols. Therefore, even the simple ability of
activating such mapping requires knowledge of an arbitrary numerical symbol system -- knowledge that goes beyond
the number sense. Nevertheless, training interventions based on the mapping from an estimated quantity to a number
have been poorly studied. Furthermore, when they have, the focus has been on how ANS accuracy itself can be trained,
instead of how such training could lead to potential transfers to arithmetic- (Russo, MacDonald, & Russo, 2021). In other
cases, training of the mapping between the ANS and symbolic representations was administered together with other
numerical training techniques, and limited to children with learning difficulties or low socioeconomic status (Räsänen,
Salminen, Wilson, Aunio, & Dehaene, 2009; Sella et al., 2016; Wilson, Dehaene, Dubois, & Fayol, 2009; Wilson, Revkin,
Cohen, Cohen, & Dehaene, 2006).
Mapping from quantity to numbers, that is, expressing an estimated quantity in mathematical language, can be
more or less accurate. Importantly, the accuracy of this mapping relates to children's math abilities, both in number
word format (Libertus, Odic, Feigenson, & Halberda, 2016; Marinova, Reynvoet, & Sasanguie, 2021; Mazzocco et al.,
2011a) and, mainly, in Arabic digit format (Booth & Siegler, 2006; Brankaer, Ghesquière, & De Smedt, 2014; Holloway &
Ansari, 2009; Mundy & Gilmore, 2009). Several studies show that, in 6-8-year-olds, a more accurate mapping between
nonsymbolic numerical representations and Arabic digits is related to mathematical achievement (Booth & Siegler, 2006;
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Brankaer, Ghesquière, & De Smedt, 2014; Holloway & Ansari, 2009; Mundy & Gilmore, 2009). Moreover, Booth and
Siegler (2008) found that not only was the quantity-digit mapping related to 6-7-year-old’s mathematical performance,
but it also predicted their ability to learn new arithmetic skills. Indeed, it has recently been shown that Arabic numeral
knowledge at 4 years of age is the sole independent predictor of arithmetic skills at 6 years, and is also a strong predictor
at 5 years (Habermann, Donlan, Göbel, & Hulme, 2020). This study extends the findings on the importance of knowing
the numerical meaning of Arabic digits for children’s arithmetic development (Göbel, Watson, Lervåg, & Hulme, 2014;
Sasanguie, De Smedt, Defever, & Reynvoet, 2012). Similarly, symbolic and mapping skills were found to be important
predictors for math performance in 4- to 6-year-olds (Kolkman, Kroesbergen, & Leseman, 2013), in early grades (Lyons,
Price, Vaessen, Blomert, & Ansari, 2014; Marinova et al., 2021) and in Grades 1 to 5 (Moore & Ashcraft, 2015). Even
in adults, Castronovo and Göbel (2012) found that the ability to accurately map non-symbolic and symbolic quantities
was significantly better in high-level math-educated adults. In line with these studies, difficulty in the acquisition of
the meanings of number symbols may offer a clue to the presence and etiology of mathematics learning disabilities in
children (De Smedt & Gilmore, 2011; Noël & Rousselle, 2011; Rousselle & Noël, 2007), and training this mapping may
improve mathematics achievement in children at risk for developing difficulties in math (Tobia, Bonifacci, & Marzocchi,
2021). Also at a larger age, as shown by Mazzocco et al. (2011a), 14- and 15-year olds with mathematical learning
disabilities are impaired in their mapping ability from non-symbolic representations to number words.
Mapping between non-symbolic and symbolic numerical representations is an ability that children develop over
time (Brankaer et al., 2014; Mundy & Gilmore, 2009), along with accuracy, which also improves (Booth & Siegler,
2006) during development. Likewise, the mapping becomes more robust as children learn the cardinal meanings of
number words (Carey, 2004; Le Corre & Carey, 2007; Odic, Le Corre, & Halberda, 2015; Slusser, Ditta, & Sarnecka,
2013; Slusser & Sarnecka, 2011; Wynn, 1990, 1992), even before they master the verbal count list (Pinhas, Donohue,
Woldorff, & Brannon, 2014; Wagner & Johnson, 2011). And, learning the meanings of number words may correspond
with an increase in ANS precision (Shusterman et al., 2016). While the early stages of how the mapping between
the approximation of sets and number words is established remain to be fully articulated (Marinova et al., 2021), it
seems that by the age of 6, children have formed a functional mapping between them, although the precision and
biases involved will likely continue to undergo development even into the adult years (Izard & Dehaene, 2008; Siegel,
Goldsmith, & Madson, 1982; Sullivan & Barner, 2014).
Mapping can be trained (Russo et al., 2021; Tobia et al., 2021). Importantly, calibration by means of informative
trials can improve the accuracy of the estimations. For example, humans have a tendency to underestimate the number
of items in a collection (Hollingsworth, Simmons, Coates, & Cross, 1991; Kemp, 1984; Krueger, 1982; Revkin, Piazza,
Izard, Cohen, & Dehaene, 2008) but are able to renormalize their estimates based on feedback, as showed by Izard and
Dehaene (2008). They found that adults, when exposed to a few trials in which they were informed of the number
of dots on display, improved their accuracy in subsequent estimations. Likewise, Laski and Siegler (2007) showed that
giving categorical information to calibrate “very small”, “small”, “medium”, “big” and “very big” numbers promoted
linear and accurate estimation in kindergartners.
As reviewed above, a more accurate mapping between estimated quantities and Arabic digits is related to higher
mathematical achievement. Mapping develops over time, and experimental results suggest that its accuracy can be
calibrated and trained. However, the development of these findings into concrete training programs to help children has
yet to be robustly explored. In the current study, we present a training regime of the estimation of quantities and their
mapping to Arabic digits in 7-year-old children during a 3-week period. Our aim is to assess change and transfer from
such training to improvements in arithmetic. We named this training regime Numerical Estimation Training (NET).
Because the accuracy of the estimations can be improved by calibrating with informative trials (Izard & Dehaene, 2008;
Laski & Siegler, 2007), we decided to include such trials in this training, which we call passive learning trials.
Our control group replicated the Quantity Discrimination Training introduced by Ferres-Forga and Halberda (2020)
(hereafter, QDT). In that study, the training was based on the ANS component of quantity discrimination: the ability
to determine which of two collections is greater in quantity without counting their items. The training yielded some
benefits compared to a business as usual control group in which no ANS activity or other numerical tasks were
trained. Such improvement was found in approximate arithmetic, but not in exact arithmetic, and only in children with
low-starting arithmetic scores. The choice of replicating the QDT for our control group, instead of using a business
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as usual approach, allowed us to determine if training 7-8 year old children with the NET could transfer into an
improvement in arithmetic over and above the potential improvement obtained by the QDT. Therefore, we administered
a training regime to the control group that was known to generate some advantages, within the limits indicated above,
and hence was potentially positive for these participants as well. This design allowed us to better estimate the relevance
of the advantage that the NET may generate.
The study comprised pre- and post-training tests and an intervention of 3 weeks of training. For pre- and post-test
ing, we used the exact Arithmetic test and the Operations test used in Ferres-Forga and Halberda (2020), because they
were apt to measure exact and approximate arithmetic respectively, as previously explained.
We also considered the behavioral presence of distance and size effects for both symbolic and non-symbolic
representations, as discussed above (Bulthé et al., 2014; Dehaene et al., 1998; Gilmore et al., 2007; Holloway & Ansari,
2009; Schneider et al., 2017; Zbrodoff & Logan, 2005). Thus, in the present study we measured both phenomena in NET.
Regarding the QDT, in Ferres-Forga and Halberda (2020), they measured the ratio effect (the closer the ratio of the
compared sets of items is to 1, the more difficult is to discriminate the sets of items) which is conceptually the distance
and size effects combined and is typically the measure of performance in non-symbolic comparison tasks. Therefore, in
the current study we measured the ratio-effect for the QDT.
In summary, we replicated both the QDT (here, the training for the control group) and the pre- and post-math tests
as in Ferres-Forga and Halberda (2020), whereas the experimental group was trained with NET.
The main motivation of this study is the suggestion in the literature that in the learning of mathematics, strengthen
ing the mapping between nonsymbolic and symbolic representations of number is a key factor that is often overlooked.
We explore the hypothesis that training children to map estimated quantities to their corresponding digits can better
calibrate the quantitative meaning of numbers and result in an overall better understanding of the digit-quantity
relation, with the potential of manifesting in improvements in their arithmetic abilities.

Method
Participants
Ninety-one children from the second grade of primary (38 girls; average age = 7 yrs 9 mos, range = 6 yrs 4 mos - 8
yrs 9 mos) participated in the study. The children mostly came from middle-to-high socioeconomic status families. The
study was conducted at the Hamelin International Laie School (http://www.hamelininternacionallaie.com/school/), at
the premises of the school. The study took place in the same school and during the same month but one year after the
study of Ferres-Forga and Halberda (2020), with different participants. This offered the best control of external factors,
notably of math level during school year, for comparison with Ferres-Forga and Halberda (2020).
Participants attended four different classrooms, taught by two different teachers. Two classes were randomly
assigned to the Numerical Estimation Training group (experimental; n = 45; 18 girls; average age = 7 yrs 10 mos), and
the other two classes to the Quantity Discrimination Training group (control; n = 46; 20 girls; average age = 7 yrs 9
mos), with the constraint that the assignment was counterbalanced across the two teachers. We explain the differences
in training below. For the NET group, all participants completed the full training, except for one child who completed
the initial test but did not complete the whole training and the final assessment, and was excluded from analysis. All
participants in the QDT group completed the total of 24 runs over the course of three weeks, except for six participants
who completed 21 runs, one who completed 22 runs and one who completed 20. Considering the minimal amount of
training that they lost, these children were kept in the data analysis.

Materials
Mathematical Competence Assessment
In order to determine participants’ mathematical competence, we administered the three pencil-and-paper tests admin
istered by Ferres-Forga and Halberda (2020). They were contained in three separate test booklets: an Additions Test
(Figure 1a); a Subtractions Test (Figure 1b); and an Operations Test (Figure 1c). When working with the Additions or
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Subtractions Tests, children had to write the exact answer to the addition or subtraction problems presented. These two
tests were entirely composed of problems that children were accustomed to in their standard mathematical activity at
school. The Operations Test contained problems of a novel kind, to which children had not been exposed to before. In
them, each equation already contained the result of the computation, but the operation sign itself was omitted. Children
had to write the operation sign required by the problem (an addition, a subtraction, or a multiplication) to answer
correctly.
Two versions of each test were prepared. Each version contained different problems although, due to the limited
amount of possible combinations to form the equations, a few of them were present in both versions. The order of
the problems was randomized. In this way, both versions of the booklets could be used for the pre- and post-training
tests, and could be counterbalanced across the sessions, so as to control for tests effects. We created a large number of
problems for each test, so that the children could not complete all of the problems during the allotted time (6 minutes).
The Additions Test included 210 problems presented in a columnar operation algorithm form, printed on 10 pages.
The maximum number that each addendum could reach was 18, with the highest sum being 18 + 18 and the lowest sum
being 0 + 0 (Figure 1a).
Figure 1
Examples of Problems in Additions Test (a), Subtractions Test (b) and Operations Test (c)

The Subtractions Test included 190 problems presented in a columnar operation algorithm form, printed on 10 pages.
Both the minuend and subtrahend ranged between 0 and 18; the results of the subtractions were always positive (Figure
1b).
The Operations Test included 117 problems presented in horizontal format, printed on 3 pages (Figure 1c). The
problems were equations whose unknown operation could be an addition, a subtraction or a multiplication. In the
addition equations, the first addendum had a maximum value of 7 and the second of 10. In the subtraction equations,
both the minuend and subtrahend ranged between 1 and 11, with the result being always positive. In the multiplication
equations, only the timetables of 1 to 5 and of 10 were used, because those were the timetables children had been
exposed to. The 2 □ 2 = 4 problem was omitted due to possible confusion. The three types of operations (addition,
subtraction, multiplication) and the problem difficulties were presented in random order. One of the versions of the
operations test contained forty-two additions, thirty-eight subtractions and thirty-seven multiplications while the other
version contained forty-three additions, thirty-nine subtractions and thirty-five multiplications.
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It is important to note the different nature of the tests. Although all three tests require the previously acquired
knowledge of what the basic arithmetic operations do, the Additions and Subtractions Tests also require the ability
to make exact calculations, while the Operations Test only requires a comprehension of how the three arithmetic
operations roughly change quantities. Stating it in a simple manner, the result is generally “more” for addition, “less” for
subtraction, and “much more” for multiplication, allowing for a comparison between both sides of the equal sign.
Computer Activities
Twenty-eight computers (model: clon PCs, Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-4170 CPU @ 3.70 GHz, 4GB RAM, 64-bit; monitor: 17”
LCD 16/9 from ASUS; operative system: Windows 7 Professional) were used for the training activities. The children
wore headphones during training. The stimuli that formed the collections of items for the training part were the same
(blue dots, yellow dots, cars, bears, birds, dogs...) in both training groups. In order to maintain children's interest, these
items varied along the trials. Both training regimes had the same number of runs and trials: 24 runs with each composed
of 35 consecutive trials. In each trial, the stimuli appearing on-screen remained visible too short of a time for children to
count the items. This was meant to engage the ANS in the task. Trials were presented in increasing order of difficulty
(details below), a procedure which is known to facilitate learning (Odic, Hock, & Halberda, 2014; Wang, Odic, Halberda,
& Feigenson, 2016). Participants received a feedback sound of ≈ 330 ms, with a high-pitch beep for correct answers and a
low-pitch beep for incorrect answers. After the feedback, a screen with the indication to press the space bar to continue
appeared, and the successive trial started when the child pressed the bar.
Experimental Group: Numerical Estimation Training (NET) — Participants in this group were presented with the
“Digits” game, written in PsychoPy v1.83.01. The Digits game program generated two types of trials: the passive learning
trials and the active training trials. Within each run of 35 consecutive trials, the first seven trials were passive learning
trials and the next 28 were active training trials. In the passive learning trials, which lasted 1200 ms, a collection of items
was presented on-screen while a prerecorded voice named the exact number of items (Figure 2a). No action was needed
on the part of the participant. In the active training trials (Figure 2a), a collection of items was first presented for 1 s in
silence, so that its numerosity could be estimated. Then, the collection disappeared and three digits were presented on
the screen (Figure 2b). These three digits remained on-screen until the participant indicated their numerical estimation
by clicking the mouse on one of them, which immediately triggered the feedback sound. In both types of trials, the
collections of items ranged from 1 to 21, all items with the same size and orientation.
Figure 2
Digits Game

Note. (a) Example of a learning trial. This display could appear as either a passive trial (accompanied by a spoken numerical label, such as “twelve”) or
as an active learning trial (with no auditory information given). (b) Response screen for the active learning trials. In active learning trials, the
collection of items (a) would appear for 1 s, in silence. Afterwards, the collection would disappear and the answer options (b) would be presented onscreen until the participant made their choice by clicking on one of them.
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The purpose of the passive learning trials was to provide children with opportunities to directly calibrate their esti
mation system before the active training trials began (Izard & Dehaene, 2008; Krueger, 1989). This was particularly
important because active trials presented three choices and, therefore, feedback for a wrong choice could not indicate
which of the two remaining choices was correct. Thus, feedback provided during active trials could only serve as partial
guidance. In this regard, passive trials could compensate for this partial guidance before the active trials started. The
passive trials were presented in decreasing order of difficulty (from bigger to smaller sets of items), so that the easier
passive learning trials were always presented last. This increased children's confidence before the active learning trials
started. Although we could not control automatically if participants were attentive to the passive trials, because no
action was required, these trials were placed at the beginning of each run to help children to calibrate before the active
trials.
In the NET, there was a range of distances across trials from the target value to the distractor values. For example, if
the target number was 15, a decision between 18, 21 and 15 (i.e., +3, +6, and 0 distances from the correct choice) would
be easier than the decision between 15, 13 and 17 (0,-2,+2) because of the differences in distance between the target
value (15) and the distractor values. We defined three difficulty levels based on the range that the trials could have. For
Span 6, the easiest one, distances could be (0,3,6), (-6,-3,0) or (-3,0,3). For Span 4, distances could be (0,2,4), (-4,-2,0) or
(-2,0,2). Finally, for Span 2, the hardest one, distances could be (0,1,2), (-2,-1,0) or (-1,0,1). By manipulating the value of
the target and the distances of the choices, difficulty was increased within each run and throughout the session. Within
each run, increasing the value of the targets would increase the difficulty. Additionally, within each training session,
decreasing the Span, so that the distances between the correct digit and the other two distractor digits decreased at each
run, would also increase difficulty.
All set sizes, from 1 item to 21 items, had to be estimated in each of the three spans. The distances between possible
answers were maintained irrespective of the target answer (rather than scaling the distractor answers relative to the
correct answer by some ratio). Thus, trial difficulty increased with target answer (Figure 4). The position of the correct
digit (left, middle, right) as well as its numerical relation with respect to the other two digits (the smallest, the middle
one, the largest) were balanced across trials.
Control Group: Quantity Discrimination Training (QDT) — For this group, we used a modified version of the
computer game Panamath (Halberda et al., 2008), written in Java SE6. In this version, two collections of items inside
two rectangles would appear to the right and the left of the screen. For example, 12 teddy bears could appear inside
the left rectangle and 6 blue dots inside the right rectangle. The number of items within each rectangle was always
between 5 and 21. On each trial, the two sets of items were displayed simultaneously for 1382 ms. After this interval, the
screen turned blank until an answer was typed. The game consisted in choosing which of the two sets on either side of
the screen had more items (Figure 3a-c), and typing the answer on the keyboard (“f” and “j” keys for left or right side
respectively). If participants took longer than ≈1.3 seconds to answer, the objects disappeared and the screen remained
blank until they typed their choice. Their answer immediately triggered the feedback sound.
The items were presented in seven different ratios (larger set ÷ smaller set). The ratios could be 3, 2, 1.5, 1.25, 1.17,
1.14, and 1.1. For example, on a 3-ratio trial children might see 21 blue dots on the right side of the screen and 7
yellow dots on the left side. Smaller ratios correspond to more difficult trials. Always, the first five trials of each run
presented the easiest ratio. Then, every five trials the game increased in difficulty, with the ratios becoming closer to 1
(without ever reaching 1), until the seven different ratios were presented. This method of presentation uses “confidence
hysteresis” and tends to return best possible performance and successful transfer to symbolic mathematics (Odic et al.,
2014; Wang et al., 2016).
To vary the relationship between surface area and number, the Panamath game implemented three different models
controlling for object size: size-confounded (42% of the trials in each run; Figure 3a), size-controlled (42% of the trials;
Figure 3b), and stochastic size-control (16% of the trials; Figure 3c). In size-confounded trials, the average size of the
items was equal for both sets, so that the cumulative surface area occupied by the objects was congruent with the
number of objects. In size-controlled trials, the average size of the objects was smaller for the larger set, so that the ratio
of the cumulative area occupied by the objects in each set was equated. In stochastic size-control trials, object sizes were
stochastically varied to give children no consistent size cue for number. In these, the average size of the objects varied
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randomly between size-anti-correlated pictures (in which the numerically larger set occupied less total area on screen),
size-controlled pictures, and size-confounded pictures (where the numerically larger set occupied more total area on the
screen).
Figure 3
Examples of the Three Models of Object Size Controlling for Surface Area of QDT Trials

Note. (a) size-confounded; (b) size-controlled; (c) stochastic size-controlled.

Passive learning trials, which have a quantity-to-digit calibrating role, were not included in the QDT. This is because
the QDT trains the comparison of quantities without any symbolic representation, and this renders such calibration
antithetical. Moreover, because the trials always presented a binary choice, the two-sound feedback provided complete
guidance for the correct answer. Therefore, in the QDT, all trials are active learning trials. The total number of trials
presented was the same as that of the NET.

Procedure
The experiment was run in three phases: Pre-training Assessment, Training, and Post-training Assessment. The teachers
and the experimenter did not mention any relation between the computer training and the assessments, or mathematics
in general, to the students. To further separate these, the training and assessments were run at differently scheduled
times and in different classrooms.
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Pre-Training and Post-Training Assessments
The pre- and post- assessments were intended to measure the mathematical competence of the participants before and
after training. We followed the same procedure as was applied in Ferres-Forga and Halberda (2020). The Pre-training as
sessment was administered three days before the first training session. The Post-training assessment was administered
three days after training completion. These assessments were conducted in the children's respective classrooms, in the
sole presence of their math teacher. Each of the Pre-training and Post-training tests required children to solve as many
equations as possible in 6 minutes. All tests contained more problems than could be solved within the 6-minute interval,
so that potential speed and accuracy improvements induced by the training could be assessed by comparing the number
of correct answers in Pre- and Post-tests.
The assessments always began with the Additions Test. After completing this 6-minute test, children had to stop
answering, return the additions booklet, and wait until they were given the subtractions booklet. The Subtractions Test
followed, with the same 6-minute procedure. For the third and final test, the Operations Test, the teacher explained the
task to the children in more details, given that this kind of problem was new to them. The teacher briefly described the
equation structures and completed 3 examples on the board (one each for addition, subtraction and multiplication) in
front of the class. Then children began the 6-minute assessment of the Operations Test.
The Pre- and Post-Training assessments were completed in the students’ regular classrooms, during their regular
math class time. The teacher and the experimenter carefully avoided drawing any attention to possible connections
between the training schedule and the Pre- and Post- assessments.
Training Phase
Training was administered in six different sessions within a three-week period, at a pace of two sessions per week. Both
groups were trained for the same amount of time and with the same number of trials. Each session took approximately
25-30 minutes to complete. The training sessions were integrated into the school schedule of each class, during
their computer class-time. Because of this procedure, any effect due to potential deviations of the experiments from
class routine was minimized. Training sessions for both conditions were carried out in the same computer classroom
and always in the presence of the computer class teacher and the experimenter. Before each training session the
experimenter prepared the computer classroom. All material was checked by the experimenter, including the volume of
the headphones. At each training session, children worked individually after receiving instructions. They were informed
that both speed and accuracy were important. Children were also told that the game would vary in difficulty. They were
informed that two different sounds would provide them with feedback about the correctness of their answer, and that
this feedback would be provided after every response. Lastly, it was explained to them how to answer. Children of both
groups appeared to like the games of their training sessions.
Experimental Group: Numerical Estimation Training (NET) — To train children’s ability to map from estimated
quantities to digits, children belonging to the Numerical Estimation Training group practiced the Digits game. When
introduced to the game, children were told they would play a game where they would first see a collection of objects
for a very short time, while an audio recording would tell them how many objects were in the collection. They were
told that they would have to pay attention to these trials, but not take any action. They were also informed that they
would then see many trials where a collection would be shown for a short period of time, after which they would
have to estimate their numerosity by choosing one of three digits that would appear on-screen immediately after the
disappearance of the items.
Control Group: Quantity Discrimination Training (QDT) — In our control group children practiced the Panamath
quantity discrimination game, replicating the procedure of the experimental group in Ferres-Forga and Halberda (2020).
This game does not require any understanding of the relation between digits and quantities.
When introducing this QDT game, children were told that they would play a game where they would see two sets of
objects on two sides of the screen – for example, blue dots on the left and yellow dots on the right – and that they would
have to choose the set that had more items.
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Results
We first present the results of the ANS hallmarks and the efficiency of the training sessions for each group. We then
turn to the main results of interest, that is, the effects of the training on symbolic mathematics.

Experimental Group: Numerical Estimation Training (NET)
In the NET task, children viewed a quantity of briefly flashed items and had to estimate the amount by choosing the
correct match among three possible digits. On average, children responded correctly on 51.3% of trials (SD = 6.3%;
chance level = 33%). Participants’ accuracy was above chance for all runs at all three levels of difficulty (Spans 6, 4, and
2; Figure 4) as revealed by planned t-tests: Easy, t(43) = 19.1, p < .001; Medium, t(43) = 20.1, p < .001; Hard, t(43) = 12.7, p
< .001.
Figure 4
Percent Correct on the Numerical Estimation Training Task as a Function of the Number of Objects of the Collections (Size Effect)

Note. The three linear regression lines refer to the distance levels of difficulty (distance effect): Easy (Span 6), Medium (Span 4), Hard (Span 2). The
dashed horizontal line represents random performance (chance level = 33%).

Consistent with predictions of the distance effect, children’s responses were better as the runs were easier (percentage
of correct answers on average: MEasy = 58.23%, SD = 1.32% and MMedium = 50.86%, SD = 0.89%, MHard = 44.86%, SD = 0.93%.
A repeated measures ANOVA, with Difficulty (distance effect) as an independent factor and participants' percent correct
as the dependent variable revealed a main effect of Difficulty, F(2,86) = 139.9, p < .001, η2 = 0.38. Bonferroni post hoc
tests revealed differences between the Easy runs and the Medium runs (p < .001), the Easy runs and the Hard runs (p
< .001) and the Medium runs and the Hard runs (p < .001). The distance effect is also accompanied by a size effect. The
manipulation of the size of the collections presented within each run, through incrementing the number of its items,
allowed us to analyze the size effect on children’s performance. As expected, for equal Spans, performance decreased as
the quantity of items to estimate increased (Figure 4). The percentage of correct answers was significantly correlated
with the number of items presented, r = -.91, p < .001. A simple regression analysis was used to test if the size of the
collections significantly predicted participants’ performance. The results of the regression indicated that the number of
items accounted for the 82% of the variance in performance, R 2 = .82, F(1,19) = 88.67, p < .001. Children’s percentage of
correct answers could be predicted from the size of the collections by the following formula: -3.38 × number of items +
90.23. In sum, both distance and size effects appeared during in the NET.
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Next, we analyzed children’s response time. Average RT was 2234.6 ms (SD = 615 ms; ternary choice trials). A
logarithmic training slope was computed for each child. Children had significantly negative training slopes for response
time across training sessions: t(43) = -3.38, p = .002; Figure 5.
Figure 5
Response Time (RT) in the Numerical Estimation Training Task as a Function of the Progress in Training Runs (24 Runs in Six Sessions Across Three Weeks)

Note. Error bars represent ± SE for the group performance. The logarithmic regression line represents the average slope and intercept across
participants (n = 44).

The efficiency, operationalized as the percentage of correct responses divided by RT, increased as children progressed
throughout the sessions of the NET (Figure 6). A linear training slope was computed for each child. Children had
significantly positive slopes for efficiency across training sessions, indicating that efficiency improved throughout
training: t(43) = 2.76, p = .008; Figure 6.
Figure 6
Efficiency in the Numerical Estimation Training Task as a Function of Training Runs

Note. Error bars represent ± SE for the group performance at each run. The linear regression line represents the average slope and intercept across
participants (n = 44).
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Control Group: Quantity Discrimination Training (QDT)
In the QDT, children briefly viewed two non-symbolic sets of items and had to choose the biggest set. On average,
children responded correctly on 72.2% of trials (SD = 7.1%; chance level = 50%). Participants’ performance can be
modeled by a specific curve of percentage of correct answers as a function of the ratio between the two quantities. This
ratio-dependence is predicted by Weber’s law and is the main signature of the Approximate Number System (Feigenson
et al., 2004; Halberda & Feigenson, 2008; Libertus & Brannon, 2009; Piazza & Izard, 2009; Piazza, Izard, Pinel, Le Bihan,
& Dehaene, 2004; Starr, Libertus, & Brannon, 2013a). Specifically, the percentage of correct answers increases as the
ratio between the two approximate numerosities increases. We checked that performance on the QDT showed this
signature (Figure 3). The ratio-dependent performance curve is observed for all three trial types of size control for the
stimuli. That is, as the numerical ratio between the two collections became easier (e.g., ratio 3 versus ratio 1.2), children's
percentage of correct responses improved, regardless of the type of size control for the trial. Also, children chose the
numerically greater collection well above chance as shown by planned t-tests (size-confounded, t(45) = 20.34, p < .001;
size-controlled, t(45) = 22.76, p < .001; stochastic size-controlled, t(45) = 12.47, p < .001).
In all cases, children's performance exhibits the smooth curve of the Approximate Number System. That is, even
if size contributes somewhat to children’s decisions, children's numerical decisions were likely based on the ANS. The
curves in Figure 7 are generated by fitting a model of Weber’s law to the mean performance of children in each ratio for
each size control type, with each child contributing equally to the curves.
Using the standard psychological model and fitting methods (e.g., Halberda et al., 2008; Odic et al., 2014) we
estimated the ANS acuity (i.e., Weber fraction or w) for the numerical discrimination task on the first day for the whole
control group. The best fit model returned a w of 0.284 (SEM = 0.064). Other studies have found similar Weber fraction;
for example Halberda et al. (2008) found a w of 0.279 (SEM = 0.012) for 14-yr-old children. Quantitatively similar results
for w were obtained in Piazza and Izard (2009) and in Halberda and Feigenson (2008). In Ferres-Forga and Halberda
(2020), the experimental group, trained with the QDT, scored a w of 0.192 (SEM = 0.013). This value was slightly better
(higher ANS acuity) than the one obtained here for our control group, which replicated the QDT.
Figure 7
Accuracy in the Quantity Discrimination Training Task as a Function of the Ratio Between Numerical Values

Note. The x-axis shows the seven different ratios presented during the training (1.1, 1.14, 1.17, 1.25, 1.5, 2, 3). The Weber curve of the three surface-area
manipulations are plotted separately. Error bars represent ± SE for the group performance.
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Children’s average RT across training sessions was 952.8 ms (SD = 325.4 ms; binary choice trials). Figure 8 represents
the mean RT for the group at each run (± SE). A logarithmic training slope was computed for each child. Children had
significantly negative training slopes for response time across training sessions, t(45) = -7.3, p < .001.
Figure 8
Response Time in the Quantity Discrimination Training Task as a Function of the Progress in Training Runs (24 Runs in Six Sessions Across Three Weeks)

Note. Error bars represent ± SE for the group performance. The logarithmic regression line represents the average slope and intercept across
participants (n = 46).

We analyzed the efficiency of the QDT, operationalized as the percentage of correct responses divided by the RT.
A linear training slope was computed for each child. Children had significantly positive slopes for efficiency across
training sessions, indicating efficiency improvement during the training, t(45) = 7.3, p < .001; Figure 9.
Figure 9
Efficiency in the Quantity Discrimination Training Task as a Function of Training Runs

Note. Error bars represent ± SE for the group performance. The linear regression line represents the average slope and intercept across participants
(n = 46).
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In sum, both the NET and the QDT showed signatures of engaging the ANS and had the appropriate level of difficulty,
as shown by the fact that children’s task efficiency improved during the 3 weeks of training.

Effects of Training on Symbolic Mathematics
The main analysis of interest concerns the effect of training on children's mathematical performance, in the Additions,
Subtractions and Operations Tests. A 2 x 2 mixed ANOVA with Training Condition (NET, QDT) as a between-participant
factor, Phase (Pre-, Post-training) as a within-participant factor, and total correct answers as the dependent variable was
run for each test. We report the results below.
Additions Test
For the Additions Test, the analysis revealed a main effect of Phase, F(1,88) = 10.03, p = .002, η2 = 0.011, no effect of
Training Condition, F(1,88) = 0.177, p = .67, η2 = 0.001, and a significant Training Condition by Phase interaction, F(1,88)
= 7.03, p = .009, η2 = 0.008. Bonferroni post hoc tests revealed that this interaction was uniquely driven by the fact
that, in the NET group, the total correct answers in the Post-training phase were higher than in the Pre-training phase
(respectively, MPost = 43.34, SD = 3.33 and MPre = 35.6, SD = 3.15, p < .001; Figure 10), while there were no improvement
in the QDT group (respectively, MPost = 37.74, SD = 3.52 and MPre = 37, SD = 2.68, p = .72; Figure 10). There was no
difference in total correct answers between the groups in Pre-training (p = .63, Figure 10) nor in Post-training (p = .25,
Figure 10). Thus, the NET group significantly improved additions performance while the QDT group did not.
Subtractions Test
For the Subtractions Test, the ANOVA revealed a main effect of Phase, F(1,88) = 34.32, p < .0001, η2 = 0.03, no effect of
Training Condition, F(1,88) = 3.72, p = .057, η2 = 0.037, and a significant Training Condition by Phase interaction, F(1,88)
= 6.58, p = .012, η2 = 0.006. With respect to the significant interaction, Bonferroni post hoc tests revealed that in both
training conditions the total correct answers increased from Pre-training to Post-training. Specifically, in the NET group
the total correct answers increased more than in the QDT group (for NET: MPost = 47.81, SD = 3.86, MPre = 37.22, SD =
3.18, p < .0001; for QDT: MPost = 35.98, SD = 3.26, MPre = 31.69, SD = 2.54, p = .027). While both training groups improved
performance, the improvement was higher in the NET group: indeed, while there was no difference in total correct
answers between the groups in Pre-training (p = .21; Figure 10), children in the NET group scored significantly higher
than those in the QDT group in the Post-training (p = .021; Figure 10). Results show that the NET group significantly
improved subtractions performance over and above the QDT group.
Operations Test
For the Operations Test, the ANOVA revealed a main effect of Phase, F(1,88) = 29.33, p < .001, η2 = 0.04, no effect of
Training Condition, F(1,88) = 0.74, p = .39, η2 = 0.007, and a non-significant Training Condition by Phase interaction,
F(1,88) = 0.10, p = .75, η2 = 0.0001, (Figure 10). There was no difference in total correct answers between the groups in
Pre-training (p = .39, Figure 10) nor in Post-training (p = .43, Figure 10). Results show that both groups had a similarly
large improvement.
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Figure 10
Total Correct Answers in the Symbolic Tests in the Pre- and Post-Training Phases, for the Numerical Estimation and Quantity Discrimination Training
Conditions

Note. Asterisks indicate significant post hoc tests. Plus signs indicate significant interactions, with number of symbols indicating the p-values of the
tests.
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001. +p < .05. ++p < .01.

Discussion
Many studies have revealed a connection between the ANS and school math performance (Chen & Li, 2014; Fazio,
Bailey, Thompson, & Siegler, 2014; Schneider et al., 2017 for reviews). Other studies have shown the trainability of
ANS abilities (Au et al., 2018; DeWind & Brannon, 2012; Ferres-Forga & Halberda, 2020; Hyde et al., 2014). However,
transfer to improvements in arithmetic has been less consistent and depends on the ANS ability trained. When quantity
discrimination was trained, the transfer to arithmetic abilities has been scarce (Ferres-Forga & Halberda, 2020) or
none-at-all (Park & Brannon, 2014). When approximate arithmetic was trained, results have been inconsistent (Bugden
et al., 2021; Park et al., 2016; Park & Brannon, 2013; Szkudlarek et al., 2021). Finally, training based on quantity
estimation, which the current study focuses on, has been less studied. When it has been, it was mostly limited to
children with learning difficulties or low socioeconomic status (Räsänen, Salminen, Wilson, Aunio, & Dehaene, 2009;
Sella et al., 2016; Wilson, Dehaene, Dubois, & Fayol, 2009; Wilson, Revkin, Cohen, Cohen, & Dehaene, 2006).
The mapping task between non-symbolic and symbolic number representations focuses on the estimation of quan
tities (Brankaer et al., 2014; Castronovo & Göbel, 2012; Mundy & Gilmore, 2009), an ability that relies on the ANS.
Indeed, in a mapping task, participants first make an estimation of the quantity of items and then they form a linguistic
mapping to number words or Arabic digits (Carey, 2009; Odic & Starr, 2018). The accuracy of this mapping varies; it is
related to children's math abilities (Booth & Siegler, 2006; Brankaer et al., 2014; Holloway & Ansari, 2009; Libertus et al.,
2016; Marinova et al., 2021; Mazzocco et al., 2011a; Mundy & Gilmore, 2009), and can even be a predictor of children’s
arithmetic learning (Booth & Siegler, 2008; Göbel et al., 2014; Habermann et al., 2020; Kolkman et al., 2013; Lyons et al.,
2014; Marinova et al., 2021; Sasanguie et al., 2012).
In the present study, we trained the mapping from estimated quantities to Arabic digits in 7-year-olds during a
3-week period, with the aim of transferring improvements to arithmetic. We introduced a novel training regime, the
Numerical Estimation Training (NET), implemented in a computer intervention (“Digits” game). For our control group,
we replicated the Quantity Discrimination Training regime (QDT) from Ferres-Forga and Halberda (2020), implemented
with a version of the “Panamath” game. Both training tasks rely on ANS abilities – respectively, quantity estimation
and quantity discrimination – but while the QDT does not involve any symbolic representations, the NET links the
estimation of quantities to the symbolic language of mathematics. We considered the QDT a better control than a
business as usual control (“non-numerical standard school activities”). This is because it is also a numerical cognition
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training regime and its differences with the NET are minor compared to “non-numerical standard school activities”. Due
to the different ANS abilities trained by the NET and the QDT, the regimes differed in the inclusion of a calibration
procedure with passive trials that also compensated for the partial feedback in the NET tasks (see NET and QDT in
Computer Activities). Apart from these differences, both training regimes were equivalent in terms of procedure (Train
ing Phase), employed computer programs with many similarities (Computer Activities), and were identically inserted in
the normal school routine. The QDT regime and the pre and post math tests were replicated from Ferres-Forga and
Halberda (2020) under strict conditions (i.e., same school and period of the school year), but with new children, hence
math knowledge-level of children was very comparable if not identical across studies. This allowed us to also evaluate
the current study on the basis of the results of Ferres-Forga and Halberda's previous training study. That previous study
established that the QDT does provide some benefits in approximate arithmetic compared to a “non-numerical standard
school activities” control group. Choosing the QDT regime for our control group was particularly challenging for the
NET regime because it could potentially reduce detectable effects of the NET over the QTD. This makes our positive
results all the more telling.
Despite the challenging control training of the QDT, we found that the NET regime transferred stronger improve
ments to arithmetic performance. Surely, some of the improvements seen in both groups could be due to testing
repetition effects or to the standard school activity during the period of the training studies, but these factors affected
both groups identically.
In both training regimes, we detected the signatures of ANS engagement, and in both regimes children’s efficiency
increased, confirming ANS trainability.
We measured the transfer of the training to arithmetic performance with the Pre-training and Post-training assess
ments, composed of the Additions Test, the Subtractions Test and the Operations Test. Importantly, the arithmetic
knowledge necessary to perform these tests was neither explained nor practiced in any of the training conditions,
because we wanted to assess the transfer of the trained aspects of numerical cognition to the performance in formal
school arithmetic. Also, it is worth stressing that in the Pre-test phase, both groups started from a very comparable level,
because there were no differences in any test at the Pre-training phase. Thus, between-group differences are not likely
to have affected the results.
The data suggest that the NET regime improved children’s math abilities more than the QDT regime, at least in the
two tests that focus on exact arithmetic: the Additions and the Subtractions Tests. In the Additions Test, the NET group
improved the number of correct answers after training while the QDT group did not. This suggests that the NET regime
transferred to an improvement in children’s abilities to solve exact additions quickly and correctly.
In the Subtractions Test, both groups significantly increased in their number of correct answers within 6 minutes,
although improvement was much higher for the NET group (p < .0001) than for the QDT group (p = .027). We
cannot attribute the QDT group’s lower improvement to their training, because children had been attending regular
math classes during the period of the intervention and math practice may have had an effect. However, because in
Post-training the NET group scored significantly higher than the QDT group, the transfer to improved calculation of
subtractions may be considered a real effect of the NET regime. This interpretation is supported by the aforementioned
study (Ferres-Forga & Halberda, 2020), where the intervention group (which was identical to our current QDT protocol),
did not improve in exact arithmetic (neither in addition nor in subtraction) above a “non-numerical standard school
activities” control group. In view of this, we suggest that the NET regime may have transferred an improvement into
children’s abilities to correctly solve exact subtractions.
In the Operations test we detected a similarly high pre-post test improvement in both groups. This test is sensitive
to children’s approximate arithmetic level because it does not require explicit exact calculations but it does require
an understanding of how basic arithmetic operations change quantities. In Ferres-Forga and Halberda (2020), the QDT
regime improved performance in the Operations Test compared to a “non-numerical standard school activities” control,
but only in children with a low pre-training math level. In the present study, we found a general improvement in
both groups regardless of children’s initial arithmetic abilities. As such, the present study cannot claim on its own
that the trainings accounted for the improvements in the Operations Test (approximate arithmetic). The improvements
could potentially be due to testing repetition effects, since the Operations Test was novel for the children and was
not practiced at school during the intervention. For these reasons, it is only by taking into consideration Ferres-Forga
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and Halberda’s results, that we very cautiously suggest that both training regimes may have transferred benefits to
approximate arithmetic. More research is needed to claim these benefits.
What could have generated the NET advantage in exact arithmetic improvements? The results suggest that training
the mapping from estimated quantities to Arabic digits with the NET has transferred to an improvement in children’s
arithmetic abilities. Recruiting the ANS to estimate quantities and mapping these estimations to Arabic digits, along
with the calibration provided by the passive trials (Izard & Dehaene, 2008), may have led children to better comprehend
the meanings of digits. Such an explanation is consistent with findings that this mapping is related to children's
mathematical performance (Booth & Siegler, 2006; Brankaer et al., 2014; Holloway & Ansari, 2009; Libertus et al.,
2016; Marinova et al., 2021; Mazzocco et al., 2011a; Mundy & Gilmore, 2009) and can predict how well they will learn
arithmetic skills (Booth & Siegler, 2008; Göbel et al., 2014; Habermann et al., 2020; Kolkman et al., 2013; Lyons et al.,
2014; Marinova et al., 2021; Sasanguie et al., 2012). Further research is needed in order to consolidate this explanation
and to explore if other forms of training with symbols (e.g. without quantities involved), could transfer to benefits in
arithmetic.
A solid comprehension of the meaning of the numerical symbols used in arithmetic is important for the understand
ing of the arithmetic calculations themselves. We submit that the educational system may be overestimating 7-8 year
olds’ comprehension of this basic aspect of mathematical language. We propose that an appropriate training of mapping
from estimated quantities to digits, such as the NET, could be a potent way to foster an overall improvement in
children’s arithmetic abilities.
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